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Roland Bean is a mild-mannered reporter for the local newspaper in the
small town of Bayside, California. He's not exactly the type of person you'd
expect to be involved in a murder investigation, but that's exactly what
happens when he's assigned to cover the birthday party of a local socialite.
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The party is in full swing when the lights go out and a gunshot rings through
the air. When the lights come back on, the socialite is found dead, and
Roland is the only one who saw the killer.

Roland is determined to find the killer, but he soon realizes that he's in over
his head. The killer is someone who is close to the victim, and they're
willing to do anything to keep their secret safe.
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As Roland investigates, he uncovers a web of lies and deceit. He learns
that the victim wasn't who she seemed, and that she had a lot of enemies.

With the help of his friends and family, Roland pieces together the clues
and uncovers the identity of the killer. But when he confronts them, he
realizes that he's made a deadly mistake.

Praise for Happy Birthday Murder

"A classic whodunit with a cast of quirky characters and a puzzling murder
that will keep you guessing until the very end." - Kirkus Reviews

"A delightful and suspenseful mystery that will keep you entertained from
beginning to end." - Publishers Weekly

"A charming and well-written cozy mystery that will appeal to fans of Agatha
Christie and Dorothy L. Sayers." - Booklist

About the Author

Roland Bean is a pseudonym for a husband-and-wife writing team who live
in California. They have a passion for classic mysteries and a love of small-
town life.

Buy Happy Birthday Murder

Happy Birthday Murder is available in paperback, hardcover, and ebook
formats. You can buy it from Amazon, Barnes & Noble, or your local
bookstore.
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Matilda Plantagenet and Her Sisters: Gender
and Power in the Premodern World
The lives of Matilda Plantagenet and her sisters offer a fascinating
glimpse into the complex world of gender and power in the premodern
world. As the daughters of one of the...

Traveller Tales: Closing the Circle in
Turkmenistan and Iran
In the summer of 2022, I embarked on a life-changing journey through
two of Central Asia's most enigmatic countries: Turkmenistan...
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